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What is Crypto Money?

Crypto money is a fully digital, encrypted currency that can be used in exchange 

transactions.

Today, cryptocurrencies are a phenomenon that has been heard by many people, and has 

attracted a lot of attention from everyone from heads of state to giant companies. 

Cryptography is used to verify and securely perform clearing transactions.

Originally, the money spent and transferred with debit cards and credit cards are also virtual 

currencies, because only the system data changes as a result of these transactions. Crypto 

coins have the same principle of operation. However, there is a system that is not managed 

by any authority or government, that is, decentralized, which makes the system more secure.

What is cryptology?

Cryptology is a science of encryption. It is the encryption of data according to a system. 

Cryptocurrencies are transferred through the creation and decryption of passwords on the 

medium. Algorithms such as hash functions are used.

History of Crypto Coins

Bitcoin, the first crypto currency, was developed by the person or persons who came up with 

the code name Satoshi Nakamoto in early 2009. Although it is said to have been developed 

by Satoshi Nakamato, it was shared as open source software by an unknown person (s). This 

network runs on a platform with a similar concept to end-to-end encrypted file sharing 

platforms.

Security of cryptocurrencies

One of the most important problems with payment systems is the possibility of spending the 

same money twice. The traditional method used to prevent this is to put in a central broker 

(banks) that keeps track of the transactions made. However, this method means that an 

authority that can control all the capital intervenes. This reduces reliability.

However, in order for the transaction to take place in a distributed network, each part of the 

system must give approval. These transactions are done through the blockchain, so every 

transaction made can be seen by everyone.



All transfer transactions are made with the wallet addresses of the sender and receiver and 

the amount to be sent. The exchange or shipment transaction must be verified by the sender 

and then confirmed by the system.

Verification can only be done by miners by solving a cryptographic puzzle. Once a transaction 

is approved, it cannot be reversed.

How is crypto money produced? What is cryptocurrency mining?

The production of cryptocurrencies is carried out over a distributed system like themselves. 

So it is user based. Cryptocurrencies have a production limit, so as the amount of 

cryptocurrencies produced increases, the transactions that need to be solved to produce 

cryptocurrencies become more difficult.

The production process is through mining, even if there is no physical mining, operations 

based on solving mathematical problems are performed. In other words, if you have 

processor power and internet connection, you can undertake the mining task without being 

assigned by someone.

What are the advantages of cryptocurrencies?

• First of all, since cryptocurrencies do not have any center, they are not dependent on a 

center when transferring. That's why it's quite simple to transfer cryptocurrencies from one 

wallet to another. The transfer can be made at any time, 24 hours a day.

• One of the benefits of crypto currencies is that they can be converted into currencies we 

use in daily life.

• Since crypto coins do not belong to any country, they are not affected by the economic ups 

and downs in countries. They are completely independent.

• It is impossible to counterfeit cryptocurrencies, but also cannot be copied. Therefore, there 

is no control problem as this money is fake.

TRC20 Network

• TRC-20 is a token standard based on the implementation of a smart contract when using 

the TRON network to issue a token.

• All TRC20 tokens follow a set of established rules to exchange and transfer assets, share 

tokens and be supported by digital wallets.



Advantages of TRC20

Low transfer fee (fee / commission) in the transfer of cryptocurrencies

• Crypto money transfers happen faster.

• Thanks to its widespread use, it is easy to integrate internationally.

WHAT IS A POPRATER?

• Poprater is a crypto money produced using TRC-20 infrastructure and technology.

• TRC-20 is one of the most preferred infrastructures with low transfer fees, fast shipping 

and international integration.

• It aims to be the first crypto currency in Turkey with its own social media. For this purpose, 

our social media platform linked to the poprater will be launched in April 2022.

• Poprater is to provide a simple global currency and financial infrastructure that reaches 

millions of people.

 

POPRATER TOTAL SUPPLY and MARKET OPERATION

Total Poprater Supply: 100,000,000,000 (billion) units

Poprater allocated for Mobile Application: 30.000.000.000 (billion)

• Allocated for Poprater Burn Reference: 20,000,000,000 (billion) units

• Allocated for Popburn: 48,000,000,000 (billion) units

• Number of Pre-sales: 2,000,000,000 (billion) units

• The number of coins reserved for Reference, Popburn and Mobile Application are 

independent from each other and there is no transfer between each other.

• With Popburn 48 billion pieces, with mobile application 30 billion and popburn with 

reference 20 billion popraters will go into circulation.

• In this way, all popraters will be included in the cryptocurrency ecosystem.

• 20% of the amount to be obtained from the pre-sale will be used to prevent the market 

price of the coin from falling excessively.

POPRATER SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM

• The purpose of this platform is; To ensure that everyone, whether poprater or not, meet on 

this platform and earn additional income. As people share on this platform and the shared 

content gets likes, popraters will gain.



• It will provide the opportunity to earn more coins thanks to quality content.

• Will be able to donate to anyone who wishes, as a poprater, to any share they wish.

• This application aims to help its users generate income by providing employment. Just as 

revenue is generated by producing content and receiving advertisements on the youtube 

platform, it will also be possible to earn income from donations and advertisements by 

producing content on this platform.

• The application will include features such as video, picture sharing, instant messaging, live 

broadcasting, and stories.

• With this platform, new terms will be added to social media. For example; Like 'popping' 

instead of liking, content producers like 'popraterr', 'popomen' instead of phenomenon.

POPRATER PRODUCTION and COIN BURNING

• Poprater production will be made by those who buy poprater by the burn method.

• The popraters purchased will produce at the rate of 1.5% per day for the first 45 days and at 

a rate of 1% for the following days, provided that they remain locked for 9 months. This ratio 

will gradually decrease as the production reaches certain levels.

• This ratio is a logarithmically decreasing function - early arrivals earn more - Poprater aims 

to reward early arriving members and their contributions with a relatively larger Poprater 

share. To reward people who arrive early in the Poprater, the Poprater's nose reward 

decreases depending on the number of people in the ecosystem. In other words, there is a 

certain amount of Poprater allocated for each user in Poprater.

• Popraters locked for 9 months will be burned at the end of 9 months and will not be 

returned.

• For every 10,000 popraters locked in to burn instead, a coin will be gifted with which we will 

publish the roadmap later. (Popomen)

• By reducing the supply of poprater with coin burning, it is aimed to be less poprater in the 

market and to increase the price in the medium-long term. In other words, although it seems 

like there has been a decrease in the number of coins, the positive effect of the coin burning 

on the coin price will turn this decrease in the number of coins into an advantage.

POPRATER REFERENCE SYSTEM

• There is a single depth reference system.



• Everyone will have a separate account and wallet in the website and mobile application to 

be created.

• Everyone will have a separate reference code / link in their profile, and with this reference, 

the reference owner will receive 25% of the amount locked for Popburn.

• In addition, a reference income of 5% will be obtained for each time the person to whom he 

is a reference once buys over 100,000 popraters and locks them for 9 months.

• Reference income is instantly reflected on the withdrawable wallet and withdrawals can be 

made upon entering the stock exchange.

MOBILE APPLICATION REFERENCE SYSTEM

• 30 popraters will be gifted at the first subscription to our social media platform.

• Per person referred to will receive 20 popraters.

• Reference distribution will continue up to 500 million downloads.

• In order for the obtained popraters to attract, at least 1000 popraters should be collected.

• With the appreciation and donation system we have developed for this purpose, members 

will be able to increase their popraters.

• With reference and donation systems, with the increase in the number of content on the 

platform, the quality will also increase and our members will be able to access even more 

qualified content.

GENERAL EARNING METHODS AND ADVANTAGES OF POPRATER INVESTORS

• 1.5% daily for the first 45 days, then 1% daily popburn income

• 25% poprater high profitable reference income

• 5% reference income for every next popburn above 100,000 of the referenced person

Mobile application reference income: 20 popraters

• Mobile application download revenue: 30 popraters

• Obtaining popraters at an affordable price during the pre-sale period

• Earning income with an increase in exchange rates

New coin (Popomen) to be awarded for every 10,000 popraters locked for Popburn

(Details will be explained on the 2. Road map.)

• Earning income by increasing the price of the Poprater


